WOOD MOSAICS

installation instructions with epoxy mortar
1

Open the product pack.

4

Mix with care the mixture to
catalyze all the product.

7

Stick the mixture in the tile
groutings, with a rubberized flat
trowel.

10

Take away the excess mixture
with the rubberized flat trowel.
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2

In the pack is the catalyst
(component B). Cut the angle of
the catalyst envelope.

5

The packages are dosed to
make no errors. The mixture is
workable for about 45 minuts at
+23°C.

8

Make diagonal movements by the
tile groutings.

11

Make cleanliness and finishing
with the fresh mixture.

3

Pour all the catalyst (component
B) in the component A.

6

Put the mixture on the tile.

9

Cover all the tile groutings with
the mixture.

12

Use clean water. Exchange
frequently the washing water and
the felt, if soaked in mixture.
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13

Put clean water on the tile. Make
a first cleanliness with circolar
movements.

16

Use clean water. Exchange
frequently the washing water and
the sponge, if soaked in mixture.

19

After at least 20 minutes you can
erase the transparent halos.

22

Keep the solution on the tile for
15 minuts.
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14

Pay attention to not to empty
the tile groutings. Erase all the
halos from the surface.

17

Make a second cleanliness with
a rigid sponge to have a smooth
and closed surface.

20

Mix the same quantity of
alkaline-based liquid cleaner
with clean water.

23

Rinse out with clean water.

15

Seal the tesseras and remove the
excess mixture from the tile.

18

Remove the mixture from the
tesseras, without empting the
groutings, and drying the excess
water.

21

Place the mixed solution onto
the tile.

